Transportation of Power Sonic batteries by road
Non Dangerous

The Classification for this type of battery is **UN2800 BATTERIES WET, NON-SPILLABLE, ELECTRIC STORAGE**

Power Sonic Batteries comply in full with **ADR Special Provision 598** which applies to this classification and states that:

Storage batteries are not subject to the requirements of ADR when:

a) They are secured in such a way that they cannot slip, fall or be damaged. (Power Sonic batteries are transported in robust cartons with double wall thickness and extra internal packaging. Multi packed cartons are additionally fitted with dividers between each battery)

b) They are provided with carrying devices, unless they are suitably stacked (e.g. on pallets)

c) There are no dangerous traces of alkalis or acids on the outside

d) They are protected against short circuit (The terminals on all Power Sonic batteries are insulated against short circuit and damage by terminal protectors)